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CONSTRUCTION BY TRANSFINITE INDUCTION 
Olga STBP-CNKOV-C, Praha 
In an attempt to formulate the minimal set theory suf-
ficient to deduce some elementary properties of real num-
bers we became interested in so called continual theory of 
sets (CTS), proposed for this purpose by Fraenkel [1] .By 
CTS we understand a set theory without the power set axiom. 
An often encountered problem in CTS is an iteration for a 
Godelian term without set image property (for example 
when constructing Ker). The iteration called our attention 
to two properties of Godelian terms, which we shall name 
locality and invertibility© The Godelian term T(K ) is 
local iff it is provable in CTS, that 
The term T(X) is invertible with inverse term &(*y.) 
iff the next formulae are provable in CTS: 
1 ) y, s T(x) -* SPty) £ X , 
2) q, s T($(ty)) & UflCif(ty)) . 
x) Throughout the text the notation of [2J is used. 
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The term of power ;? with the sum U as its inverse term 
can serve as an example of a local and invertible Godelian 
term. 
This paper presents the following generalization of the 
meta-theorems on iteration (see t2, Theorem 2145J)-
Metatheorem 1. Let T be local term, then 
CTS + IM \~-YX3TZ3)(T) » Om, &. Tfl <0\ « Xk(Y* s Ort) 
(T" i<x,+ 4l « T(T" 4oc!) & 
n 
where ]M is the axiom 
YXtJUl(R) A W ( S a ) ) - * 3 * ( f l l C * ) A * e X .k 0Ot>>» 
- SCR)) . ] . 
Metatheorem 2. If T is a local and invertible term, 
then the claim of Metatheorem 1 is provable in CTS (without 
]) i ). The following property of CTS extended by S -axiom 
Ybc Cfll(x) — > x *& O0 ) and 3)3 -axiom of Y'« JCe* can 
be proved by the application of the above metatheorem. 
Theorem 3. C M + S+J3 H-£2 s B?(3c&%(?) * 
*S><?) - PCvJ.kVCF) B On) where E 2 is 
the class axiom of choice and Tee ̂  stands for one-one 
function. 
We should like to stress that similar metatheorems in 
the theory of semisets (TSS) could be demonstrated by simple 
modification of the above statements. More precisely, the con-
dition of semi sets-image property of Godelian term is not 
necessary for iteration even in TSS (compare E2, Theorem 
42283). 
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§ 1. .Demonstration of the metatheorem 1 
The principle of the proof is based on slight modifica-
tion of the standard method* When handling the Godelian torn 
TCx) with class image property it is necessary to cover 
the iteration process by set relations (not by functions) 
which have on the ordinals $c + 4 the property 
/&"*<* + 4\ £ TCH, foci ) -
For the more detailed proof let us define classes JR,T 
* mRm1U£,(/t,)2t7ri(*,)&.3)(*)s(Xrik/c-HOls XCVoce3)(kJb 
l(<x, e (Xni-*n,*ioc'} & <T(jc
u{<x-4i)) & (oc e0m^-» tt?ioc}-*,«<&)J , 
T « U R .j i.e. ty eT *z 3 K, (ti eX k of e n,) . 
The assumption that T has not the required properties leads 
to contradiction. Let oc be the minimal ordinal number for 
which T does not satisfy the conditions of Metatheorem 1« 
The ordinal oc can acquire the following 3 types of values: 
(i) oc m 0 which contradicts the definition of T , 
(ii) oc « p 4- A . We shall show that 
T"<fi + il m rCT* i (hi ) . 
The inclusion T* < (3 + 4* s T( Tn 4 (I} ) is the conse-
quence of locality of T and the definition of T . 
Conversely, let x, e T (TH< (H ) , then there exists 
such nfr S T#</35 that * e T(<y.). Let us seek a relation 
K, which belongs to the system X and satisfies the con-
dition fy £ jt>* -C/S If . If such a relation exists we can de-
fine the relation A -» n, t> (ft + 4) u < x , ft + 4 > • 
According to the definition of Js /* c Jl & st e .* ifl + 4l9 
then cc e T* < (b + 4\ . Relation /t can be found thanks to 
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Axiom j) 4 m Consider Q - i<fo,/ir>: are ty&jveRknr e jitHpM. 
According to 2M , % can be chosen in such a way that 
If we define H, m U W C ^ ) then it, e K and 
ty £ n, -f fi} . This case leads to contradiction. 
(iii) oc c Otn-n . The inclusion T^-Cot! £ T#* OG 
is obvious. Let x e T n <* , i. e . C3y e o c ) ( x e T H f ) ' 
Choose such a relation KQ e R that * € ttj.1 < y ? and de-
fine A, as follows: 
^x^f cT> e tt, « 
=•( V^cf8c<M,1cr>6/t,0')v 
v (y << cf <& oc & cT e &rij[ k AA, e n,"(^4 0 ) . 
It is apparent that / t c £ , x e .*.H *f oc 1 and then x e 
€ Tff«t} .This is a contradiction. 
§ 2. Demonstration of Metatheorem 2 
The analysis of the above proof shows that 34 is nee-
ded only in the search for relation /c e R which for some 
fixed ft e (Zn, , /y- & r1* {/3! has the property ty & 
B /0Hi(h ? (see § 1 Case ii). In this paragraph we shall 
describe the construction which allows to avoid the applica-
tion of H in case ii) of the demonstration of Metatheo-
rem 1 for an invertible Godelian term. 
Metadefinition and metalemma. Let if be the Godelian 
term with set-image property inverse to the local Godelian 
term Tf -R. , * constants such that 
CTS i - J U C < J O * 3X31)--, cao*>Z*<0} » 
mx kCVm, e G0o)(K
ntm,+ 4} » &(K"im,})) . 
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Define in CTS SP-universe of a s e t x by equation 5P~MAUHT(x)'-*• 
s X" o 0 . The fo l lowing claims can be demonstrated: 
1) m C t f - < u W (*)) . 
2) <$ (i-MAUAr Cx)) £ y-umlwU) . 
3) x £ -v -> tfCx) s tfC^> . 
Proof. The correctness of 1) i s obvious . According to 
the d e f i n i t i o n 
Kutm,l & TCffCKHm,})) = r(M<«i + 41) , 
<S-Avn4Ar(x)=: U Kn<m,l s U t r C K ^ - H * ) £ T (if-wmAr(x)) 
#i,S<k>0 m,£a>0 
That and the conditions of invertibility prove 2). The claim 
3) follows from the inclusion x s n^ £ CT C tf T/^ > > . 
Construction. We use the notation of § 1. /J is the 
last number for which the assumption of induction in § 1 
holds, nfr is an arbitrary fixed subset of Ttt<fi} • We 
want to construct a relation 10 e & such that ^ s 
£ /cM f (i } . Let us define the relation ^ , S> (^) =* 
» |3 * 4 > 
Obviously, >fi i s a s e t and .ft, e JR. . We s h a l l show that ft 
i s the sought r e l a t i o n , i . e . /y. £ *ffcM f/J* • 
By induction on rf £ /3 we show that / f i ^ f y ? = 
* tf~ >a/rv<V 6^,) n T" 4 ^ ? . If t h i s i s t r u e , then q? tfil « 
=? tf-.4*nw'6g.) n T* €(3! 3 /^ , q . e . d . 
The induct ion assumption holds for y = 0 (see the d e f i n i -
t i o n ) . Let i t be true for a l l numbers smaller than #£ , 
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does it hold also for f ? For ̂  e On*- the answer 
follows from the equations 
1* *&* ** V Tc * U (^^ruAr(f)nTH<^n^ ^ ^ ( f ) r t T ^ . 
Let gr e (Jn, . The l e f t inclusion i s obvious* To prove the 
right one, choose nr e if- Aimitir (<y,) n T " ^ ? , i . e . 
inri £ y-jumiAT (<%) r. T(Tu<rp - A ! ) . 
The val idity of the next inclusions i s a consequence 
of Metalemma 1 and of the induction assumption 
tfC-f/irl) £ #(y~4A*w'(ty))n VHfc-M £ tf-juvruArCfy)nT*<%-4l*Jti%<frrt. 
The above inclusions lead to <nri s (T(&(<*rl )) s 
s 7 (<p>iX < ^Q - 4 i ) - Because the set AT was chosen from 
*$ - juwAT (fy) , i t holds nre^iX<%i • 
§ 3 . Proof of Theorem 3 
Metatheorem 2 makes i t possible to iterate the term of 
power (P to construct the relation P with the following 
properties: 
(YOG e <Xn,)(?"<0} » fP(o0) kP«<Coc + 4? « 
* frCPttf**> 8c (^ s 0 n ^ - * PH-focJ«P<U» , 
which correctly defines the class )Lvt in CTS. 
Lemma (CTS + S) . Let there be 1-1 mapping F between 
$Ca0) and On, . Then 1-1 mapping f of 9C9Ca>0)) and 
Om, can be constructed. 
Corollary (CTS • S) . The existence of 1-1 mapping T± 
between @C<Xrv) and ff/rv follows from the existence of 
1-1 mapping F^ of <P(c0o) into Cfin. . 
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Proof of the lemma. It i s sufficient to find a regular 
well ordering of 9(^(<o0)) , equivalent to the regular 
well ordering of iPC^.2 ) . First we shall define 1-1 func-
tion of 9C0*0 2) into ^ ^ ^ . 2 . Thanks to such rela-
tion the ordering of * ° 2 can be transferred to 
PC*0*!) . 
Let us define the relation H 
< 9 , x > e H s xe9(d>°2)k<}ec*0*<k:>02ka? lTce%(g>" 
A 3)(<?) *&o o\1tf($>)~ x & (Viyi e a)0)(q,(<l,£>) = 
=* cp(l)(i ))1 . 
Axiom S guarantees $ (R) ** (P(Ct>° 2 ) . It i s easy to 
prove that 
Well ordering of ^ ^ ^ ^ makes it possible to define 
the mapping X of 9(^2) into *>***>* 2 from R in 
this way: 
<<yf * > € R. = < ^ = /mi/n, H'1*** • 
Demonstration of Theorem 3. The implication from left 
to right is obvious. The proof of inverse statement is ba-
sed on the construction of the mapping of sets into Ofa, 
simultaneously with their construction in )Lut, , i.e. vm 
find such a relation T that for each oce Om,, T̂ -Cocl 
there is 1-1 mapping of 7%i{ ccl into 0/n, . 1-1 mapping 
.M of }&-*< into ff/n x Ofo can be easily derived from 
T : 
<<*,(*>,*> e It ~x ePH4^\?*^&<*-=TH{/lKx) -
Let P, P̂  ̂  F« be classes as mentioned formerly, .K the 
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1-1 mapping of (Xn, x Ofn into Ok . The required relation 
T could be constructed by iteration of the terms JJ on 
isolated and 7± on limited ordinals with T
H f 0 $ ** 
**T * $0} , where 
a;on « *<*,*, r+4>-> r * uca>a) ) &. 
Avcpcacjf irJ^^ «- «F2<cx«{rncnr))? , 
JaLX) - U^ , / i r , r >: T « sea* cm & 
& ( 3 c f € r ) ( n r e P
w { < / ? \ P * < r & ^ = 
= K(OC* *<r? O ) , cO>} , 
In other words, the term ? changes the class 
X x - L ^ , when X is a mapping of S)(X) into &sn> , 
into composition of X (conventionally derived mapping of 
P(2)(X)) into 9 (Chi,) ) and F2 . The term T% applied 
to the ordered system of mappings into Om, transforms 
the system in a similar way as described in the definition 
of M. from T . Both T , T„ are local and are not in-
vertible in a strict sense and therefore we cannot use them 
directly for the construction of T (Metatheorem 2)» Accor-
ding to the invertibility of the term (P which alone is 
responsible for the loss of the set-image property, the use 
of Axiom 3M in the iteration can be eliminated. If we 
follow ;the method of construction of T from § 2, the proof 
will differ only in the construction of the relation A , for 
some fixed /£, such that nPi(b% 2 ty and has all other 
properties enumerated in § 2* For the purpose of the itera-
tion of %i ̂  31 the relation /c can be found by the itera-
te /%f 
tion of the terms Jr T with 
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/-^-Cflf-.-. (F^t* UbruAT (x ))K iO} ., where 
fACx) » (%Cx)n Vx QJbruArCx) * tin, } 
%Cx) « XL(x)nV x IUZATCX) X On, . 
The terms £ .> T% have obviously the set-image proper-
ty and the relation constructed by their iteration has the 
predicted features. The rest of the proof is obvious. 
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